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India eyes supply chain initiative with
Japan and Australia to counter China

Trade pact with US may
get inked post Nov polls
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The package is near-ready and can be finalized once US permits: Goyal
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rade minister Piyush Goyal on
Tuesday hinted that the limited
trade package under negotiation
between India and the US may
be signed only after the American presidential elections in November,
even though the deal is nearly ready.
“I just had a conversation with (US trade
representative) ambassador (Robert)
Lighthizer. We both agreed that we can
look at doing it before the election also, but
otherwise soon after the election. The
entire package is near-ready and can be
finalized at any time the local political situation in the US permits them to. I am open
to signing it tomorrow what we have
agreed upon and I have left it to Bob (Lighthizer) to take a final call,” Goyal said during
a webinar organized by the US India Strategic Partnership Forum.
A limited trade package between India
and the US is under negotiation since 2018
and is expected to cover tariff-related concessions for the US farm produce, especially dairy items, pricing of pharma products, such as stents and knee implants, and
information and communication technology products. In return, Washington is
expected to restore benefits accorded to
Indian exporters under the Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP), which were
terminated by the US President Donald
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File photo of union trade minister Piyush Goyal. A limited trade package between India
and the US is under negotiation since 2018.
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Trump. Both sides may also remove the titfor-tat tariff hikes after the US raised steel
and aluminium tariffs on the grounds of
national security.
Goyal said both sides lost valuable negotiating time due to the pandemic and lockdown in India. “Ideally, we could have
announced it during the visit of the president in late February, but I suspect at that
time there were a few dots and commas
that still needed to be finalized. And soon
thereafter we were all faced with covid.
Ambassador Lighthizer was working out of
home, we had one of the world’s most
severe lockdowns, and I suspect we lost valuable time during that period.”

Goyal said the initial India-US trade deal
could lay the foundation for negotiating a
much more ambitious bilateral free trade
agreement. “The architecture of the initial
deal is in the best interest of businesses,
both in the US and India. And, it is in the
interest of both countries to deepen our
strategic partnership with this immediate
trade deal also, because it will open the
doors to starting a dialogue on a larger
bilateral engagement where we have much
more elbow room since it is not on an MFN
(most favoured nation) basis, and we do
hope we can quickly move to the next
phase of a larger engagement for a free
trade agreement,” he added.
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rade ministers of India, Australia, and Japan in a meeting on
Tuesday decided to soon
launch an initiative on supply chain
resilience and invited like-minded
countries in the Indo-Pacific region to
join the initiative. The move aims to
counter China’s dominance of global
trade and supply chains.
“Australia-India-Japan Ministers
met for a new initiative on Supply
Chain Resilience. Like minded
nations are now working closely
towards trustworthy, dependable and
reliable supply chains in the Indo-Pacific region,” trade minister Piyush
Goyal tweeted on Tuesday.
The meeting held by videoconference was attended by Goyal, Australia’s minister for trade, tourism, and
investment Simon Birmingham, and
Japan’s minister of economy, trade
and industry Kajiyama Hiroshi.
In light of the covid-19 crisis and the
recent global-scale changes in the
economic and technological landscape, the ministers underscored the
necessity and potential to enhance
the resilience of supply chains in the
Indo-Pacific region, according to a
joint statement by the three countries.
“Recognizing the pressing need for
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regional cooperation on supply chain
resilience in the Indo-Pacific, the
ministers shared their intention to
work toward the launch of a new initiative to achieve the objective through
cooperation. They instructed their
officials to promptly work out the
details of the new initiative for its
launch later this year. They noted the
important role of business and academia in realizing the objective,” the
statement added.
The initiative could not have come
at a more opportune time in the postcovid scenario when there is a likelihood of “rechurning of supply chains”
in the Indo-Pacific region, Goyal said
at the trilateral meeting.

“India endorses the broad concept
of working towards ensuring a trustworthy, dependable and reliable supply chain in the Indo-Pacific region.
The diversification of supply chain is
critical for managing the risks associated with supply of inputs, including
disciplining price volatility. We could
provide the core pathway for linking
value chains in the region by creating
a network of reliable long-term supplies and appropriate capacities,” he
said.
Goyal described Australia, India
and Japan as crucial players in the
region and said that during 2019 the
cumulative GDP of the three countries was $9.3 trillion while cumulative merchandise goods and services
trade were $2.7 trillion and $0.9 trillion, respectively. “With such a strong
baseline, it is important that we use
this opportunity to work towards
enhancing the share of our trade and
investment in the region,” he said. He
stressed on the need to expand trade
between the three countries, but
pointed out that with Japan, despite
India’s global exports and Japanese
global imports being high with zero
preferential tariffs, the procurement
from India was limited.
Goyal said that the digitization of
trade procedures is a very important
step for facilitating trade and maintaining resilience in supply chains.

